GETTING STARTED

Motion Sensor

The Motion Sensor is perfect for monitoring large, open spaces in your home. It’s also easy to set up:

1. Select a spot in a large, high-traffic area of your home, approximately 4-5 feet off the ground.

2. If you’re adhering your Motion Sensor to a wall using the two included adhesives, make sure the surface is clean and dry. You can also set your Motion Sensor directly on a shelf.

3. Once you’ve attached the included adhesives and removed the wax backing, press the sensor against the wall for 30 seconds.

4. You’ll want to ensure you’ve placed your Motion Sensor correctly. To do so, you must put your sensor in test mode. See next page.

(a) Corner Placement or (b) Wall Placement

Regardless of whether you are placing sensors in a corner or on a wall, be sure to use both adhesive strips.
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Activating Test Mode

Note: Make sure system is disarmed.

1. To activate test mode, press up on the grooved button on the bottom of the sensor to remove the front portion, then replace. The red light will turn on for a few seconds.

2. Leave the sensor area and wait for the red light to turn off.

3. Walk across the coverage area to test. If the light illuminates, the sensor is working properly.

4. The sensor will stay in test mode until 60 seconds have passed with no motion detected.

The Motion Sensor has a detection range of 80 degrees, and detects motion up to 25 feet away.
Your Motion Sensor is an infrared sensor that covers 80 degrees, with a range of about 25 feet. The sensor best detects motion when a person is moving across its field of vision, rather than directly toward it.
Tips For Pet Owners – Motion Sensors are designed to avoid detecting pets weighing less than 40 pounds. However, there are situations in which even smaller pets can trigger the sensors. If you find that your pet is triggering the sensor and causing false alarms, take the following tips into consideration:

1. In the standard setup, the Motion Sensor “looks” down. This makes it easier for it to detect your pet. If you believe that sensor is activating due to your pet, try placing the sensor upside down (light on the bottom), so it will then “look” straight ahead and up.

2. If you’re still experiencing false activations with the sensor upside down, you may need to relocate the sensor so that it is not facing an surface that your pet has the ability to climb onto.